
Using	  Molrep	  for	  fitting	  into	  the	  electron	  density	  
 
This tutorial demonstrates how to use Phased Translation Function (PTF), Spherically Averaged 
Phased Translation Function (SAPTF) and Phased Rotation Function (PRF) implemented in Molrep 
for fitting a model into the electron density maps. The X-ray data used in this tutorial are from the 
crystal of cyanobacterial sucrose-phosphatase (PDB code 1tj3). The template structure is from a 
crystal structure of the same enzyme but in different conformation (PDB code 1s2o). The tutorial 
presents a typical situation, in which a larger part of the structure is easily solved by Molecular 
Replacement (MR) using the Patterson search, the solved substructure is refined, and then smaller 
domain(s) are fitted into the electron density maps obtained after refinement. In many such cases 
the electron density for missing domains is quite poor and is not suitable for automatic or manual 
model building. 
 
Another situation, when fitting of a model into the electron density can be useful is when only poor 
experimental maps and a low homology model are available. Even if these maps and model are by 
themselves useless for, respectively, de-novo model building and molecular replacement, the fitting 
of the model into the experimental maps could still be possible. 
 
Next important implementation is the fitting of the model into the EM maps, and there is a separate 
Molrep tutorial on combination of EM and X-ray data, 
http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~alexei/downloads/tutorial_EM.tar.gz 
 

1.	  Tutorial	  data	  
• Download the file tutorial_MR.tar.gz from 

http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~alexei/downloads/tutorial_MR.tar.gz	  

and unpack it in a directory <path>. 
• Create the directory <path>/tutorial_MR/1tj3/CCP4I, where all the generated data will be stored 
• Start CCP4I and open Directories and Project Directory window 
• Define project 1tj3 with the project directory <path>/tutorial_MR/1tj3/CCP4I 
• Define alias 1tj3_data for the directory <path>/tutorial_MR/1tj3 
 

 

2.	  Using	  complete	  model	  and	  default	  protocol	  
 
• Open Molrep task window (from the "Molecular Replacement" folder in the CCP4I task menu) 
• Type in the title. 
• Select 1tj3_data in the menus next to "MTZ in" and "Model in" labels. 
• Browse the input X-ray data, 1tj3.mtz and model, 1s2oA.pdb in 1tj3_data directory. 



• Click mouse within the "Model in" text box and press tab button to set the default name for the 
output pdb-file, 1s2oA_molrep1.pdb. 

• Run 
 

 
 
• In the main CCP4I window, select "View Files from Job > View log file". The image below 

shows a fragment of the log-file including summary table.  
 
The first thing to look at is the contrast, a number shown just below the summary. Roughly, this 
number means the difference between the highest and the mean score expressed in terms of the 
e.s.d. units. In most cases without pseudo-translation, the values higher than 3 mean that a correct 
solution is found. In this case, there are three very close solutions shown in the first three lines of 
the summary table (compare theta, phi, chi, tx, ty and tz values for this solutions). These three have 
substantially higher score (correlation coefficient times packing function) and higher values of 
TFcont (contrast in the translation function) than other solution. Also important is the number in the 
column TF, where "1" means that, for this particular orientation, the TF solution with the highest 
score value is also the best in terms of the translation function. 

 



All these data suggest that the correct solution is found. However, a more important evidence is the 
behaviour of refinement and, of course, the electron density. 
 
• In the task menu of the main ccp4i window select "Refinement > Run Refmac5". 
• In the Refmac task window, select input files as shown in figure below 
• To avoid confusions, change the default name of output mtz-file to the name consistent with the 

name of output pdb-file. 
 

 
 
Inspect Refmac's log file. What we expect is the decrease in both R and R-free, similar to the one 
shown in figure below. 
 

 
 
Use Coot to see that the large domain fits well the electron density. And this is not because of the 
"model bias", as suggested by a complete misfit of the smaller domain. 
 
Therefore, there are no doubts at this point that the solution for the larger domain is correct. And 
there are numerous ways how to proceed. With this simple example, the auto-building or manual 
building should work, but we will examine Molrep's options that can be used for model completion 
in more complicated examples. 
 



3.	  Solution	  for	  the	  large	  domain	  using	  default	  protocol	  
 
The separate pdb-files for two domains are already prepared. (Files 1s2oA_dom1.pdb and 
1s2oA_dom2.pdb in 1tj3_data directory contain large and small domains, respectively). Therefore 
simply repeat the procedure from the previous section but with the search model 1s2oA_dom1.pdb, 
as shown in figures below. Also, change the default name for output mtz-file in refmac task window 
to 1s2oA_dom1_molrep1_refmac1.mtz. 
 

 
 

 
 
At this point you can examine the refined model and the electron density, files 
1s2oA_dom1_molrep1_refmac1.	  pdb	  and 1s2oA_dom1_molrep1_refmac1.mtz. 

	  

4.	  Solution	  for	  the	  small	  domain	  using	  SAPTF	  and	  phased	  RF	  and	  TF	  
 
Open Molrep task window and select file names and options as shown in the next figure. 



 
 
Run the job. The log file should be similar to one shown in the next figure. With this protocol, 
Molrep performs the following steps: 

− calculates electron density map using FWT and PHIWT columns from 
1s2oA_dom1_molrep1_refmac1.mtz. This is 2Fo-Fc type map from the previous refmac run. 

− calculates a mask from 1s2oA_dom1_molrep1_refmac1.pdb and sets to zero the density within 
the mask 
Note that masking the density makes sense even if Fo-Fc maps are used, as this removes noise in 
the map from an imperfect model 

− calculates the Spherically Averaged Phased Translation Function (SAPTF), in which the target 
density is the masked 2Fo-Fc map and the template density is the spherically averaged density 
from the model (Table "peaksearch / SAPTF /" in the log file). The SAPTF is fast but noisy and 
it is necessary to examine many peaks from this function in subsequent steps of the protocol 
The default number of SAPTF peaks is 100, and this may be too few in other examples. This 
parameter can be redefined in the text field "Nptd ...", located in the folder "Infrequently Used 
Parameters" of the Molrep task window. 

− calculates the Phased Rotation Function (PRF) for each SAPTF peak using spherical harmonics 
up to L=20 only (Table "Quick search orientation by PRF"). This step is for fast initial filtering 
of the SAPTF peaks. By default, 30 best peaks are passed to the next step. This number can be 
redefined in the text field "Search for ... peaks in rotation map ...", located in the folder "Search 
Parameters" of the Molrep task window. 

− For each SAPTF peak that passed the initial filter, Molrep calculates the PRF using more 
spherical harmonics, with the actual number of harmonics depending on the resolution limit 
(Table "Phased Rotation function"). 
At this point both positions and orientations of potential solutions are determined. However, 
neither SAPTF not PRF is a good score for selection of the best solution. Moreover, the position 
of molecule estimated with the SAPTF is less accurate than that obtained with the Phased 
Translation Function (PTF) for a known orientation. 



− Therefore, there is one more step, in which the PTF is calculated and the preliminary estimates 
of positions are replaced by the closest peaks of the PTF. If the correction shift is larger than a 
threshold, which equals the upper resolution limit of the X-ray data, the potential solution is 
rejected. (See table "phased translation function", where the rejected candidate solutions are 
indicated with "No peaks, Dlim<Dist".) In a typical case such as this one, the most of the 
candidate solution are rejected following this criterion. 

− The solution with the best score is saved in the output PDB-file, which also contains the fixed 
model that has been used for masking the density. 

 

 
 

 
 
In this figure and in similar figures below, arrows trace the "history" of the selected solution 



 
• Refine the MR model as usual 
 

 
 
As follows from low values of R-factors, the second domain is placed correctly. 
 

 
 

5.	  Solution	  for	  the	  smaller	  domain	  using	  SAPTF,	  local	  RF	  and	  phased	  TF	  
 
The difference with the previous approach is that the local RF substitutes for the phased RF. For 
each potential model position defined by a SAPTF peak, the electron density beyond a sphere 
centred at this position is set to zero, and the structure amplitudes from such a map are used as a 
target for the conventional RF. The motivation is that the phased RF is quite sensitive to any 
disagreement between target and template centres, but the SAPTF estimate of the template position 
is not very accurate. The price for using local RF instead of PRF is that the phase information is 
disregarded and contrast is lower. 
 
This protocol is invoked similarly to the previous example but requires manual editing of the 
command script, as shown below. 



• Reopen the previous Molrep task window. (Click on the Job No 5 "Domain 2, ..." in the job 
panel of the main CCP4I window and then press the "Rerun Job " button) 

• Fill in the title 
• Click within the "Model in" text box and press the tab button to set the output file name 
• Select "Run > Run & View Com File" 
 

 
 
• In the lower part of the "View Com File" window, substitute "PRF S" for "PRF Y" 
• and press "Continue" button 
 

 
 
 
With this approach, the SAPTF peaks located close to each other (e.g. the solution peak and its 
satellites) give close values of local RF and are all passed to the next, PTF step. This is to remember 
when analysing the molrep log-file shown below. Note that the table "peak similarity" may help 



understand what is happening. In this particular case 26 top local-RF solutions are all from closely 
located SAPTF peaks and eventually result in very similar solutions of PTF at the final step of the 
procedure. 
 

 

 
 
Compare this solution with the previous one in Coot. 



6.	  Solution	  for	  the	  small	  domain	  using	  "masked"	  RF	  and	  phased	  TF	  
 
Here, similarly to the "standard" protocol, the orientation and position of the search model are 
found in two steps in this order. One difference is that RF is calculated using structure amplitudes 
from the map, in which the area occupied by the known partial model is masked out. Another 
difference is that position is found by phased TF. 
 
To try this method, open the previous molrep job and proceed as shown below. The difference from 
the previous example is that PRF keyword in the "View Com File" window needs to be removed or 
commented out. 
 

 
 

 



The log-file from this job will be similar to the one shown below. 
 

 
 
 
In a simple example as this one, all three approaches work. However, it is difficult to predict what 
will happen in a more difficult case. In general, several techniques are worthy trying in parallel, if 
the solution was not found in an automatic manner. 


